
The IMM Frontal Fae DatabaseAn Annotated Dataset of 120 Frontal Fae ImagesJens Fagertun and Mikkel B. StegmannInformatis and Mathematial Modelling, Tehnial University of DenmarkRihard Petersens Plads, Building 321, DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark29. August 2005AbstratThis note desribes a data set onsisting of 120 annotated monoular images of 12 di�erentfrontal human faes. Points of orrespondene are plaed on eah image so the data set an bereadily used for building statistial models of shape. Format spei�ations and terms of use arealso given in this note.Keywords: Annotated image data set, frontal fae images, statistial models of shape.1 Data Set DesriptionThis database onsists of 12 people (all male). A total of 10 frontal fae photos has been reordedof eah person. The data set is ontaining di�erent faial poses aptured over a short period oftime, with a minimum of variane in lighting, amera position, et.All photos are annotated with landmarks de�ning the eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth and jaw,see Figure 1. The annotation of eah photo is stored in the ASF format, desribed in AppendixA.2 Spei�ations2.1 General Spei�ations2.1.1 Spei�ations of Test PersonsAll test persons are males, not wearing glasses, hats or other aessories.2.1.2 Spei�ations of Faial ExpressionsTable 1 lists the faial expressions aptured in this data set.Faial expressions DesriptionNo expression The normal faial poseRelaxed happy Smiling vaguely (lips losed)Relaxed thinking The faial expression is a little tense (try to multiply 57*9 ;)Table 1: Spei�ations of faial expressions.1



Figure 1: The 73 landmarks annotation de�ning the faial features; eye-brows, eyes, nose, mouth and jaw.
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2.1.3 Image Format and NamingThe images are in JPEG format and named XX_YY.jpg where XX is the person id and YY the photonumber. Table 2 shows the orrespondene between the photo number and the faial expression.Photo number Faial expression01 to 06 No expression07 to 08 Relaxed happy09 to 10 Relaxed thinkingTable 2: Photo number spei�ation.2.1.4 Annotation Spei�ationsAll photos were annotated with 73 landmarks. Table 3 spei�es the orrespondene betweenannotation landmarks and faial features. For the preise landmark plaements see Figure 1.Faial Features Annotation landmarksRight eyebrow 1 - 8Left eyebrow 9 - 16Right eye 17 - 24Left eye 25 - 32Right eyes pupil 33Left eyes pupil 34Nose 35 - 46Mouth 47 - 62Jaw 63 - 73Table 3: The 73 landmarks annotation de�ning the faial features; eyebrows,eyes, nose, mouth and jaw.2.2 Studio Spei�ationsFigure 2 displays the studio setup.2.2.1 Spei�ation of BakdropIn this data set a white projetor sreen is used as bakdrop, whih is a uniform nonre�etingsurfae, distinguishable from the test persons skin, hair and lothes. The amera lens has to beparallel to the bakground.2.2.2 Spei�ations of Camera and Person PlaementThe person was sitting down on an o�e hair and �lmed with a straight bak. The amera wasplaed in the same height as the test person eyes. The fae of the test person was parallel tothe bakground and the amera lens. An example of a full size image is shown in Figure 3. Theamera aptures additional spae above and below the head of the test person in order to insure,that all test persons an be reorded without altering the studio setup.2.2.3 Spei�ations of LightThe di�use light is oming solely from two spot lights. The light was bouned o� using whiteumbrellas. In the studio there was no interferene from sun light, room light et.3



Figure 2: Studio setup: Height of the spots is from �oor to bulb. Height ofthe amera is from �oor to enter of lens.

Figure 3: Example of a full size image.4



2.3 Tehnial Spei�ations2.3.1 Camera Spei�ationsName Sony - Cyber-shotImage size 5.0 megapixelsModel no DSC-F7172.3.2 Image Spei�ationsFoal length 48 mm1Compression Fine/Normal (jpg)2Iso speed 200Aperture F/2.4Shutter speed 1/100 sImage size 2560 × 1920 pixelsExposure Compensation + 0.7 EVWhite balane Custom32.3.3 Spot Light Spei�ationsSpot Light: Manufaturer HedlerName Videolux 300Bulb: Manufaturer OsramType HalogenName Photo Opti LampNo 64515Watt 300 w3 The Work Proess Protool of One Test Person1. The amera position is plaed aordingly to the spei�ations above (approx 1.25 m from�oor to lens and same level as the eyes of the test person).2. The test person is explained the meaning of the pose to be reorded, in terms of the faialexpression.3. The test person is distrated for one seond to "reset" faial features (ex. rolls with thehead), and assumes the wanted pose, the photo is reorded. (Make sure the test personspith, roll and yaw is not to ritial ompared to the amera lens. Nostrils should be justvisible).4. Item 3. is repeated until all the photos of this pose are reorded.5. Item 2. is repeated for all the wanted poses.6. Reord the test persons age.1Equivalent to 190 mm with a 35 mm FOV.2The average �le size was 1.9MB.3The white balane on the amera was alibrated to the bakdrop with the spotlights.
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4 Things to Improve
• Green bakground (not shiny).
• More di�use lighting (the lighting an be plaed further away from the test person).
• A real photo hair (not an o�e hair).
• Fixed foal length (a amera where you an see the urrent exat foal length).
• Strit rules for test persons pith, roll and yaw.5 Terms of UseThe data set an be freely used for eduation and researh. The only requirement is that areferene to this note is given.
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A ASF � AAM Shape Format Spei�ationAn ASF �le is strutured as a set of lines separated by a CR harater. Anywhere in the �le,omments an be added by starting a line with the '#' harater. Comment lines and empty linesare disarded prior to parsing. The layout of an ASF �le is as follows:
• Line 1 ontains the total number of points, n, in the shape.
• Line 2 to n+1 ontains the point information (one line per point) suh as the point loation,type, onnetivity et., see below. Hene, quik and simple aess is preferred over dataompatness.
• Line n+2 ontains the host image, i.e. the �lename of the image where the annotation isde�ned.The formal point de�nition is:point := <path#> <type> <x-pos> <y-pos> <point#> <onnets from> <onnets to>

<path#> The path that the point belongs to. Points from di�erent paths must not be interhanged (in theline order).
<type> A bitmapped �eld that de�nes the type of point:

• Bit 1: Outer edge point/Inside point
• Bit 2: Original annotated point/Arti�ial point
• Bit 3: Closed path point/Open path point
• Bit 4: Non-hole/Hole pointRemaining bits should be set to zero. An inside arti�ial point whih is a part of an losed hole, has thusthe type: (1�1) + (1�2) + (1�4) = 1 + 2 + 4 = 7.

<x-pos> The relative x-position of the point. Obtained by dividing image oordinates in the range [0;image width-1℄by the image width (due to strange histori reasons...). Thus, pixel x = 47 (the 48th pixel) in a 256 pixelwide image has the relative position 47/256 = 0.18359375.
<y-pos> The relative y-position of the point. Obtained by dividing image oordinates in the range [0;image height-1℄by the image height (due to strange histori reasons...). Thus, pixel y = 47 (the 48th pixel) in a 256pixel tall image has the relative position 47/256 = 0.18359375.
<point#> The point number. First point is zero. This is merely a servie to the human reader sine theline at where the point ours impliitly gives the real point number.
<onnets from> The previous point on this path. If none <onnets from> == <point#> an be used.
<onnets to> The next point on this path. If none <onnets to> == <point#> an be used.Further, the following format rules apply:

• Fields in a point spei�ation are separated by spaes or tabs.
• Path points are assumed to be de�ned lokwise. That is; the outside normal is de�ned tobe on left of the point in the lokwise diretion. Holes are thus de�ned ounter-lokwise.
• Points are de�ned in the fourth quadrant. Hene, the upper left orner pixel is (0,0).
• Isolated points are signaled using <onnets from> == <onnets to> == <point#>.
• A shape must have at least one outer edge. If the outer edge is open, the onvex hull shoulddetermine the interior of the shape. 7



Example ASF �le<BOF>######################################################################### AAM Shape File - written: Monday May 08 - 2000 [15:22℄########################################################################## number of model points#83## model points## format: <path#> <type> <x rel.> <y rel.> <point#> <onnets from> <onnets to>#0 0 0.07690192 0.44500541 0 82 10 0 0.09916206 0.42914406 1 0 20 0 0.12925033 0.39573063 2 1 3...0 0 0.07579006 0.52910086 80 79 810 0 0.06128729 0.49762829 81 80 820 0 0.05858913 0.46610570 82 81 0## host image#F1011flb.bmp<EOF>
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